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Abstract.  

The mathematical variable-speed feeding model of cutter was established., the 

changing law between the cutter feeding speed and the diameter of the log was 

deduced, the calculation method of the peeling time was also derived, The 

feeding speed must be changed in accordance with the law, which makes the 

lathe work well. Based on the founded moving track model of invariable-speed 

peeling and deduced accurate calculating formula of invariable-speed peeling, 

the approximate calculating formula of peeling time was also derived. This 

article generates a simulation with the help of MATLAB software. the results of 

study will provide a guide for the control system design. 
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1.  Introduction 

The veneer lathe is a main machine in plywood production, it is used to peel the 

log into veneer, in order to raise the utilization ratio of the log, veneer lathe was 

widely used at present. It is the main problem that the precision of the veneer and 

the uniformity of the thickness are acquired. In rotary cutting process, the 

movement of the knife is the most crucial, including the feeding-speed, the rotary 

cutting time, Therefore, establishing the cutting model, studying on the changing 

law between the serial movement parameters of the cutter and the log can 

provide the basic theory for design of system. 

The mathematical model of veneer lathe is shown in figure 1. 
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Fig.1 The system sketch of the veneer lathe 

Driving roller 1, 2 and press roll 3 contra rotate. The knife fixed on the press roll 

3 is fed at the speed of v (m/s). When the rotary speed 0n of the driving roller 1, 

2 and the press roll 3 keep on constant, the rotary speed of the log is n（r/m）

and the rotary speed n of the log will be changed. Supposing that there is no 

relative sliding among the driving rollers, press roll and the log, then the tangent 

linear velocity of the log is constant. So in order to peel veneer with the same 

thickness m, in rotary cutting process, it requires the feeding speed v of the knife 

must be changed continuously according to the law, which makes the lathe work 

well. 

2. Cutter with Variable-speed Model 

Here: d: the diameter of driving roller 1, 2 and driving roller 3; 0n : rotating 

speed per minute (rpm);  
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D: the diameter of the round log;m: peeling thickness (mm);a: the central 

distance of the driving roller1, 2 (mm) ; v: feed speed (m/s); 

The tangent linear velocity of the round log is equal to that of the driving roller, 

thus: 

0ndnD ×=×                                                                        (1) 

In the veneer lathe peeling process, when the rotation speed 0n (rpm) of the 

driving roller keeps on constant; the rotation speed of the round log is increasing 

while the diameter of the round log is decreasing. 

When the veneer lathe peels the round log, its peeling knife edge is in the 

symmetrical center plane of the driving roller1, 2, the horizontal coordinates of 

the peeling knife edge is: 
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The first derivative of the equation (2) with respected to the time t; so, the 

horizontal moving speed of the veneer lathe will be got: 
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Substitute (1) and nm
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dD

××−= 2  into (3), thus 
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A negative sign of (4) indicates that the direction of v is in the opposite direction 

of the coordinate axis.To guarantee the same thickness of the veneer, the cutting 

variable-speed v should be equation (4).Choose: 

mma 97= , mmm 36.0 −= , rpmn 740 = , mmD 380max = ,

mmD 25min = , mmd 96=  
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Fig.2 The changing curve of the blades feeding speed v and the diameter D of the 

log  

Substitute the above parameter into (4), emulate with MATLAB, thus we can get 

the changing curve of the cutting variable-speed v change with the diameter D of 

the round log. Its diagram is shown in figure 2. 

From figure2 we can see that when d, a, 0n , m is fixed, the knife feeding speed 

v changes with the diameter of the log D. In the veneer lathe peeling process, D 

became smaller and smaller, while v became bigger and bigger. The bigger m is, 

the quicker the knife feeding speed is. 

The precise calculation of peeling time t.  

Because:                  

                                           nm
dt
dD

××−= 2  

 (5) 

Integral equation (5), thus:  
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Equation (4)、(7), if use the same above numeric value, through the emulation 

of MATLAB. The change curve of knife feeding speed change with the time, its 

diagram is shown in figure 3. 

 
Fig.3 The changing curve of the blades feeding speed and the time 

From figure3 we can see that when d、a、 0n 、m is fixed, the knife feeding 

speed v became bigger along with time t. In the veneer lathe peeling process, 

thickness m became bigger, the knife feeding speed is quickly incremented and 

peeling time decreases. 

3. Calculation and simulation of the pitch angle 

In rotary cutting process, the curvature was increased with the diameter of the 

log decreased. In feeding process, if the interface between the back of the knife 

and the log is constant, the pitch angleϕ of the knife should be changed.  

It is shown in figure 4.Here, H is the contact height between the knife and the log, 

r is the radius of the log ,O is the rotary center of the log, A is the edge of the 
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cutter, AB is the contact line between the back of the cutter and the log, ϕ  is the 

pitch angle. 

 
Fig.4 The triangle among the pitch angle and other parameters 

In OAB∆ , according to the Cosine Theorem, the equation (8) will be got: 

rH
RHr

2
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222 −+
=ϕ                                                               (8) 

According to the Sine Theorem again, 
γ
ϕ

sin
sinHR = , Substitute into (8),The 

unary quadric equation about ϕcos  is solved , The equation (9) will be got: 

( )( )
H
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Because the value of the height H which relative to the value of the radius r is 

very small, according to the bowstring relationship, we will obtain: 

D
Harcsin2=γ                                                                   (10) 
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The equation (10) is substituted into (11), the pitch angle ϕ  will be solved, the 

mathematic relationship among ϕ , H and D will be obtained. H can be 

controlled artificially and commonly H≤4mm. Choosing : H=4mm, 3mm, 2mm, 

1mm, the change of the pitch angle was simulated with MATLAB software and 

its curve was shown in Figure 5. 

 
Fig.5 The changing curve between the pitch angle and the diameter of the log 

The Figure 5 shows that when the height H was constant, the pitch angle ϕ  was 

related with the diameter D of the log. In rotary cutting process, the pitch angle 

ϕ was decreased with the diameter of the log decreased, which was faster and 

faster. The bigger the chosen height H was, the faster the speed of the pitch 

angleϕ  changed. In addition, by simulation curve, it was shown that when the 

diameter of the log was bigger than 200mm, the change of the pitch angle was a 

line, when the diameter of log was smaller than 200mm, the change of the pitch 

angle was a curve and the decrease of the pitch angle was accelerated with the 

decrease of the diameter of the log. 
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4. Conclusion 
In order to achieve the optimization of the rotary cutting system, when the knife 

was fed at variable speed it must be rotated. The rotation of the knife means the 

change of the pitch angle. The pitch angle was decreased with the diameter of the 

log decreased, which was faster and faster according to the curve. The bigger the 

chosen height H was, the faster the speed of the pitch angle changed. The 

changing law of the pitch angle of the knife provided the theory method for 

control knife of the veneer lathe with high precision. The mathematical model of 

the variable-speed feeding of the knife can be used to guide the control system 

design for veneer lathe. 
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